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Statement of translation relevance

Many patients with CML ultimately develop resistance to imatinib mesylate (IM) or second-generation kinase inhibitors (e.g., dasatinib). Furthermore, patients with Bcr/Abl+ ALL respond less effectively to these agents. Such patients have few treatment options, justifying the search for more effective therapeutic strategies.

The Bcr/Abl, FLT3, and aurora kinase inhibitor KW-2449 has been evaluated in Bcr/Abl+ and Bcr/Abl- leukemias, and has shown activity against Bcr/Abl+ leukemias exhibiting the T315I gatekeeper mutation. Results of the present study demonstrate that the HDAC inhibitors, vorinostat and entinostat, interact synergistically with KW-2449 to induce apoptosis in IM-sensitive or IM-resistant CML or ALL cells in vitro. Increased lethality also occurred in primary, patient-derived CML cells. Furthermore, co-administration of either vorinostat or entinostat with KW-2449 significantly increased the lifespan of mice bearing IM resistant (E255K) ALL. These studies provide a rational basis for future trials combining HDAC inhibitors with KW-2449 in patients with highly drug-resistant Bcr/Abl+ leukemias.
Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine whether HDAC inhibitors (HDACIs) such as vorinostat or entinostat (SNDX-275) could increase the lethality of the dual Bcr/Abl-aurora kinase inhibitor KW-2449 in various Bcr/Abl+ human leukemia cells, including those resistant to imatinib mesylate (IM).

Experimental Design: Bcr/Abl+ CML and ALL cells, including those resistant to IM (T315I, E255K) were exposed to KW-2449 in the presence or absence of vorinostat or SNDX-275, after which apoptosis and effects on signaling pathways were examined. In vivo studies combining HDACIs and KW2449 were performed using a systemic IM-resistant ALL xenograft model.

Results: Co-administration of HDACIs synergistically increased KW-2449 lethality in vitro in multiple CML and Ph+ ALL cell types including human IM resistant cells (e.g. BV-173/E255K, Adult/T315I). Combined treatment resulted in inactivation of Bcr/Abl and downstream targets (e.g. STAT5 and CRKL), as well as increased ROS generation and DNA damage (γH2A.X). The latter events and cell death were significantly attenuated by free radical scavengers (TBAP). Increased lethality was also observed in primary CD34+ cells from patients with CML, but not in normal CD34+ cells. Finally, minimally active vorinostat or SNDX275 doses markedly increased KW2449 anti-tumor effects and significantly prolonged the survival of murine xenografts bearing IM-resistant ALL cells (BV173/E255K).

Conclusions: HDACIs increase KW-2449 lethality in Bcr/Abl+ cells in association with inhibition of Bcr/Abl, generation of ROS, and induction of DNA damage. This strategy preferentially targets primary Bcr/Abl+ hematopoietic cells and exhibits enhanced in vivo activity. Combining KW-2449 with HDACIs warrants attention in IM-resistant Bcr/Abl+ leukemias.
Introduction

Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) is characterized by a reciprocal translation t(9;22)(q34;q11.2) resulting in the Philadelphia chromosome (Ph), which produces a constitutively active tyrosine kinase, Bcr/Abl [1]. Philadelphia chromosome-positive ALL occurs in approximately 20-30% of patients with ALL and carries a relatively poor prognosis [2]. The treatment of CML, and to a lesser extent Ph⁺ ALL, has been revolutionized by the introduction of the Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitor imatinib mesylate; and subsequently, second-generation inhibitors such as nilotinib and the dual Src-Bcr/Abl inhibitors dasatinib and bosutinib [3, 4]. Unfortunately, resistance to imatinib or other kinase inhibitors generally develops, frequently reflecting the emergence of point mutations within various regions of the Bcr/Abl kinase although other mechanisms (e.g. increased Bcr/Abl expression, pharmacokinetic factors) may also be involved [5]. Mutations within the “gatekeeper”, or contact region (e.g., T315I) are particularly intractable and confer resistance to most Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors, including imatinib, nilotinib, dasatinib, and bosutinib [6]. Consequently, novel and more effective therapeutic strategies are urgently needed in this setting.

Progress in this area was stimulated by the observation that certain aurora kinase inhibitors (e.g., XL228, VX-680/MK0457, and PHA-379358) targeted both wild-type and mutant Bcr/Abl [4]. Aurora kinases represent a family of serine-threonine kinases intimately involved in cell cycle regulation, particularly mitotic progression. Aurora A kinase is associated with centrosome maturation and separation, required for spindle assembly; whereas Aurora B kinase is a chromosome passenger protein required for spindle checkpoint activation and cytokinesis [7, 8]. Recently, an orally active multi-kinase inhibitor (KW-2449) has been developed which inhibits T315I Bcr/Abl in vitro and in vivo, as well as multiple other kinases, including aurora kinase, FLT3, and FGFR-1 [9]. Notably, KW-2449 displays minimal cardiotoxicity, a toxicity which halted the development of VX-680/MK-0457. Importantly, KW-2449, like VX-680, has shown activity in cells obtained from imatinib (IM)-resistant patients bearing the T315I mutation [9]. Of late, the clinical development of KW-2449 has focused primarily on patients with FLT3-mutated AML [10].
HDAC inhibitors (HDACIs) represent a class of agents that block histone acetylation, induce a more open chromatin configuration, and activate genes that promote cell differentiation or death [11]. HDACIs (e.g., vorinostat and romidepsin) have been approved for the treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) [12]. These agents kill leukemia cells through diverse mechanisms, including induction of oxidative injury, up-regulation of death receptors, and acetylation of non-histone proteins, among others [13]. We and other groups have shown that HDACIs promote the lethality of IM and other kinase inhibitors in Bcr/Abl+ leukemias [14, 15].

Recently, our group and others reported that the pan-HDACI vorinostat synergistically potentiated the activity of VX-680 in Bcr/Abl+ leukemia cells, and was particularly effective against cells bearing various TKI resistance-conferring mutations (e.g., T315I) [16-18]. Unfortunately, VX-680-associated cardiotoxicity (QTc prolongation) rendered it unavailable for clinical use. However, the dual Bcr/Abl and aurora kinase inhibitor KW-2449, which has undergone clinical evaluation in Bcr/Abl+ and Bcr/Abl- leukemias, represents a plausible alternative. The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of HDACIs (e.g., vorinosat, SBHA, SNDX-275) on responses to the dual Bcr/Abl-aurora kinase inhibitor KW-2449 in various Bcr/Abl+ lymphoid and myeloid leukemia cells, with a particular emphasis on those bearing mutations conferring resistance to imatinib mesylate (i.e. T315I and E255K).

Materials and Methods

Cell lines
The BV173/E255K cell line was generated from parental BV173 by increasing concentration of imatinib. Ba/F3 cells expressing wild-type and mutant forms of Bcr/Abl provided by Dr Brian J. Druker (Oregon Health & Science University Cancer Institute, Portland, OR). All cells above were cultured in RPMI1640 medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Adult/T315I cells were established from a Ph+ acute lymphoblastic leukemia patient and co-cultured with irradiated OP9 cells in MEM alpha supplemented with 20% FBS.
Isolation of CD34+ cells

Bone marrow or peripheral blood was obtained with informed consent from CML patients. Mononuclear cells were isolated by Ficoll-Hypaque (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) density gradient separation and enriched for CD34+ cells using a Miltenyi microbead separation system (Miltenyi BioTech, Auburn, CA) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Normal samples were obtained from cord blood with informed consent. Normal CD34+ cells were isolated from cord blood and processed as above. All studies have been approved by the VCU Investigational Review Board (VCU IRB #HM 12517).

Reagents

KW-2449 was provided by Kyowa Hakko Kirin Co Ltd. Vorinostat was supplied by Merck & Co., Inc, Whitehouse Station, NY. SNDX-275, entinostat, (formerly MS-275) was provided by Syndax, Waltham MA. All compounds were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) for in vitro study. Manganese (III) tetrakis (4-benzoic acid) porphyrin (Mn-TBAP) was purchased from Calbiochem. Z-VAD-fmk was purchased from MP Biomedicals (Irvine, CA). Suberic bishydroxamate (SBHA) and apicidin were purchased from Biomol International.

Assessment of apoptosis

The extent of apoptosis was evaluated by either annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) staining (BD Pharmigen) or 7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD, Sigma–Aldrich) by flow cytometry as described previously [19, 20].

Measurement of ROS production

Cells were treated with either 20 μmol/L 5-6-chloromethyl-2',7'-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (CM-H2DCFDA, Invitrogen) or 5 μmol/L dehydroethidium (HE-Invitrogen) for 45 min at 37°C. Fluorescence was monitored by flow cytometry and analyzed with CellQuest software.

Immunoblot (Western blot)
Western blot analysis was performed as previously described [16]. The following were used as primary antibodies: cleaved caspase-3, cleaved PARP, p-STAT5 (Y694), p-CRKL (Y207), p-Aurora B from Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA; antiphosphotyrosine (4G10), p-Histone H3, γ-H2A.X (Upstate, Lake Placid, NY); Abl, Cytochrome-c and apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) (Santa Cruz, CA); and actin and tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich). Blots were stripped and reprobed with actin or tubulin antibodies to ensure equal loading and transfer of proteins. Analysis of cytosolic released proteins was performed as previously described [21].

**Sequencing of the BCR/ABL ATP binding site**

Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy mini kit (QIAGEN). One microgram of RNA was subjected to RT-PCR (AccuScript™ High Fidelity 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Stratagene). The cDNA was PCR amplified using primers as forward primer, CM10 (5′-GAAGCTTCTCCCTGACATCCGT-3′) and reverse primer, ABL-KD-R2 (5′-AACATTGTTCGCTTGTTGTGTTG-3′). This reaction produced a 1.6-kb fragment that corresponds to the Bcr-Abl fusion junction and ABL kinase domain. This 1.6-kb fragment was purified by use of the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen) and then used as a template for a second PCR with the primers ABL-Fs (5′-GCGCAACAAGCCTGTTGTGTTGTG-3′) and ABL-KD-R2. This reaction amplified the ABL kinase domain as a 0.8-kb fragment, which was purified and sequenced. Sequence data was aligned and analyzed with Bioedit software.

**Methylcellulose colony formation assays**

A total of $10^4$ CML CD34⁺ cells were isolated and plated in Methocult GFH4434 (StemCell Technologies) in the presence or absence of drugs. Leukemic colony-forming units (L-CFU), consisting of groups of $\geq 20$ cells, were scored at the end of 10–14 d incubation. Values for each condition were expressed as a percentage of untreated, control cell colony formation.

**Statistical analysis**
The significance of differences between experimental conditions was determined using the Student's *t*-test. PASW statistics 18 software was used to evaluate survival rate (Kaplan Meier). Characterization of synergistic and antagonistic interactions in cells exposed to a range of KW2449 and HDACI concentrations administered at a fixed ratio was performed using Median Dose Effect analysis in conjunction with a commercially available software program (CalcuSyn). Combination Index values <1.0 denote synergistic interactions.

**Animal studies**

All animal studies were performed in accordance with a protocol approved by the Virginia Commonwealth University’s institutional animal care. pGL4.51 (luc2/CML/Neo) was purchased from Promega and transfected into BV173/E255K by using an Amaxa nucleofector (Koeln, Germany). Stable clones were selected in the presence of G418 (500 μg/ml, Cellgro, Herndon, VA). Robust and stable expression of a luciferase clone, referred to as BV173/E255K/Luc cl4, was used for *in vivo* experiments.

Animal studies were performed in CBBySmn.CB17-Prkds<sup>scid</sup>/J (BALB/C) mice (The Jackson Laboratory). A total of 2 x 10<sup>6</sup> BV173/E255K/Luc cl4 cells in 100μL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) were injected into tail vein. Tumor infiltration was monitored by bioluminescence imaging one or twice a week. These animals were noninvasively imaged using the In Vivo Imaging System (IVIS-200; Xenogen, Hopkinton, MA) after injection with the luciferase substrate (D-Luciferin, Research Products International). For *in vivo* studies, KW2449 was dissolved in 0.5% methylcellulose 400 solution (Wako). SNDX-275 and vorinostat were first dissolved in DMSO and stored in –80°C in small aliquots. SNDX-275 was further diluted in sterile water before use. Vorinostat was further diluted in 1:1 poethylene glycol 400 (Fluka analytical) and sterile water to a final composition of 10% DMSO, 45% PEG400, 45% water before use. Both SNDX-275 and KW2449 was orally administered at 15mg/kg/day and 32mg/kg/day respectively. Vorinostat 70 mg/kg/day was administered intraperitoneally (IP). All drugs were given 5 days/week. The weight of each mouse was monitored once or twice a week.
Results

KW2449 interacts synergistically with HDACIs to induce apoptosis in Ph⁺ CML cells in a time- and concentration-dependent manner

Interactions between KW2449 and HDACIs were first examined in Bcr/Abl⁺ human chronic leukemia cells. Individual exposure of K562 (72 h) or LAMA84 cells (48 h) to 0.4 µM KW2449 or HDACIs (i.e., 1.5 µM vorinostat, 1.3 µM SNDX-275) minimally induced cell death (less than 25%). However, combined treatment with KW2249 and either vorinostat or SNDX275 triggered a pronounced increase in apoptosis (~75%) (P<0.01, Figure 1A). Dose-response studies revealed that KW2449 concentration as low as 0.2 µM potentiated the lethality of marginally toxic concentrations of vorinostat or SNDX-275 in K562 cells. Cell death increased substantially at higher KW2449 concentrations (Figure 1B). Conversely, vorinostat and SNDX-275 concentrations as low as 0.5 µM increased the lethality of a marginally toxic KW2449 concentration (0.4 µM), and to an even greater extent at higher concentrations (P<0.01, Figure 1C and 1D). Time-course analysis indicated that simultaneous exposure of K562 to 0.4 µM KW2449 or 1.5 µM vorinostat resulted in only a small increase in apoptosis by 30h hours and was very extensive at later intervals (Supplemental Figure 1A). Median dose effect analysis of apoptosis induction, in which K562 cells were exposed to a range of KW2449 and vorinostat or SNDX concentration alone and in combination, at a fixed concentration ratio, yielded combination index (CI) values less than 1.0, consistent with synergistic interactions (Figure 1E). Finally, similar synergistic interactions were observed when KW2449 was combined with other HDACIs, including apicidin or SBHA (Supplemental Figure 1B).

HDACIs potentiate KW2449 lethality in Ph⁺ ALL cells, including new IM-resistant cell lines

Studies were then undertaken to determine if similar interactions occurred in Ph⁺ ALL cells, particularly those resistant to IM. To generate human IM-resistant cells, Ph⁺ ALL cells (BV173) cells were cultured in the presence of increasing IM concentrations. After approximately 2-3 months, a cell line was generated that was
The cells displayed significant resistance to IM compared to parental BV173 cells (Figure 2A upper panel). Western blot analysis demonstrated that phosphorylation/activity of Bcr/Abl and its downstream target CRKL were completely suppressed by IM (5µM) in BV173 but not in BV173/E255K cells (Figure 2A, lower panel). Both BV173/E255K cells and parental BV173 cells expressed similar levels of Bcr/Abl, Bcl-2, p-Lyn (Figure 2A lower panel). Notably, sequencing the ATP binding site and kinase activation loop regions revealed a single substitution mutation at amino acid 255 of Abl (E255K; Figure 2B). Moreover, IM resistance as well as the presence of the E255K mutation remained stable in culture in both the presence and absence of IM for > 6 months.

The Adult/T315I cell line was established from an IM resistant Ph+ ALL patient. Sequencing of the ATP binding site of Adult/T315I cells revealed a nucleotide change from C-T at ABL resulting in the T315I substitution (Figure 2C left panel). As anticipated, Adult/T315I cells were highly resistant to imatinib and dasatinib whereas K562 cells were fully sensitive (Figure 2C).

To determine whether HDACIs increased KW2449 lethality in IM-sensitive and –resistant Ph+ ALL cells, parallel studies were performed employing two additional ALL cell lines (TOM1, SUP/B15), parental BV173 cells, as well as resistant BV173/E255K and Adult/T315I cells. Cells were exposed to 0.4 µM KW2449 in the presence or absence of 0.6-1.5 µM vorinostat or 0.5-1.2 µM SNDX for 48 hr, after which apoptosis was monitored. Exposure of Ph+ ALL to single agents minimally induced apoptosis; whereas combined exposure to KW2449 and either vorinostat or SNDX-275 dramatically increased apoptosis in all Ph+ ALL tested Figure 2D, including highly IM-resistant BV173/E255K and Adult/T315I. Notably, the sensitivity of the latter two cell lines was roughly equivalent to that of IM-sensitive cells. Finally, Median Dose Effect analysis of apoptosis induction, in which SUP/B15, BV173, BV173/E255K and Adult/T315I cells were exposed to a range of KW2449 and vorinostat concentrations alone or in combination at a fixed concentration ratio, yielded combination index (CI) values less than 1.0, consistent with synergistic interactions (Figure 2E).
HDACI/KW-2449 regimens are active against additional IM-resistant Bcr/Abl+ leukemia cells

Parallel studies were performed in other IM-resistant Bcr/Abl+ leukemia cells, including K562 cells displaying increased Bcr/Abl expression [22] (Supplemental Figure 2A, left panel) and BaF3 cells transfected with wild-type or mutant forms of Bcr/Abl. Whereas K562/R cells exhibited a significant reduction in apoptosis following exposure to 1 µM IM, they remained fully sensitive to KW2449/vorinostat or KW2449/SNDX-275 regimens (Supplemental Figure 2A, right panel). Similarly, BaF3/E255K and BaF3/T315I cells were as sensitive as their wild-type counterparts to KW2449/vorinostat or KW2449/SNDX-275 regimens (Supplemental Fig 2B, left panel). Furthermore, TUNEL-stained cells shows the marked increase in apoptosis in BaF3/T315I cells exposed to both KW2449 and the HDACI SBHA compared to those exposed to single agents (Supplemental Fig 2B, right panel).

HDACIs increase KW2449-mediated caspase activation and inhibition of Bcr/Abl-related signaling pathways in IM-sensitive and –resistant cells

Effects of KW2449 and HDACIs, alone and in combination, were then examined in relation to induction of the caspase cascade and activation of Bcr/Abl and related downstream targets. Studies were performed prior to extensive apoptosis (i.e., 30 h for K562; 20 h for LAMA, BV173/E255K, and Adult/T315I) to reduce the possibility that changes represented a consequence of the cell death process itself. Exposure of K562 cells to 0.4 µM KW2449, 1.5 µM vorinostat, and 1.3 µM SNDX individually for 30 h had little effect on AIF or cytochrome-c release, whereas the effects of combined exposure of KW with either vorinostat or SNDX were pronounced (Figure 3A). Consistent with these findings, co-treatment with KW2449 and vorinostat or SNDX-275 marked induced procaspase-3 activation and PARP cleavage in K562, LAMA, BV173/E255K and Adult/T315I cells, whereas the effects of individual agents were negligible or only modest (Figure 3B). Similar effects were observed in cells exposed to KW-2449 and SBHA (Supplemental Figure 3A).
The effects of combined treatment on the status of various signaling pathways in Bcr/Abl+ leukemia cells were then investigated. First, in both K562 and LAMA84 cells, co-administration of vorinostat (1.5 µM) or SNDX (1.3 µM), which by themselves had minimal effects, sharply potentiated the inhibitory effects of KW2449 on Bcr/Abl activation, manifested by the pronounced dephosphorylation of Bcr/Abl and its downstream targets STAT5 (Y694) and CRKL (Y207; Figure 3C). Parallel results were obtained in K562 cells exposed to KW2449 and SBHA (Supplemental Fig 3A). Combined treatment with vorinostat or SNDX and KW2449 induced either slight declines or no changes in total Bcr/Abl protein expression in these cells.

In IM-resistant BV173/E255K and Adult/T315I cells, coadministration of KW2449 with either vorinostat or SNDX clearly inhibited Bcr/Abl activation and reduced total expression, whereas single drug treatment minimally affected Bcr/Abl levels or activation status. Consistent with these findings, expression of p-STAT5 and p-CRKL were substantially reduced by combined HDACI/KW2449 treatment compared to effects observed with agents administered individually (Figure 3D).

**HDACIs promote KW2449-mediated ROS generation and DNA damage in IM-sensitive and –resistant Bcr/Abl+ leukemia cells**

In view of evidence that Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors can disrupt DNA repair mechanisms in Bcr/Abl+ cells [23], the effects of HDACIs on KW2449-induced DNA damage was examined. Expression of γH2A.X, a marker of double-stranded DNA breaks, was increased in K562, LAMA, BV173/E255K, and Adult/T315I cells exposed to KW2449/vorinostat or KW2449/SNDX compared to the effects of single drug exposure (Figure 4A). Moreover, induction of γH2A.X in cells exposed to KW2449/HDACi was detected as early as 6 hr after drug exposure and was extensive at 24 hr, as determined by confocal microscopy (data not shown). Notably, in contrast to effects on caspase-3 cleavage, which was completely blocked, the pan-caspase inhibitor fnk-ZVAD (20 µM) had little or no effect on KW2449/vorinostat-mediated inactivation of Bcr/Abl or γH2A.X formation (Figure 4B), arguing that these events do not simply represent consequences of caspase activation. Combined HDACI/KW2449 treatment induced a marked increase in G2M arrest in K562 (Supplemental Figure 3B) consistent
with the pronounced induction of DNA damage. As previously reported [9], KW2449 moderately reduced phosphorylation of histone H3, an indicator of aurora B activity, in nocodazole-treated K562 cells (Supplemental Figure 3C). However, the degree of inhibition of histone H3 phosphorylation was not further enhanced by co-administration of vorinostat or SNDX-275. Similar results were obtained in other Bcr/Abl+ cells i.e. LAMA84, BV173/E255K, and Adult/T315I (data not shown).

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) have been implicated in HDACI-mediated induced cell death [24, 25]. To explore the possible role of ROS generation in the lethality of HDACI/KW2449 regimens, ROS were monitored by flow cytometry using HE, a dye that is relatively specific for ‘O2−’, and CM-H2DCFDA, which can detect H2O2 and OH·. KW2449, vorinostat, or SNDX-275 administered alone had either no or only modest effects on ROS induction in K562, BV173/E255K, and Adult/T315 cells (Figure 4C and supplemental Figure 3D). In contrast, combined exposure to KW2449 and HDACIs resulted in significant increases in ROS production compared to single agent treatment (P < 0.05). To evaluate the functional significance of ROS generation in HDACI/KW2449 lethality, co-administration of Mn-TBAP, a ROS scavenger, substantially diminished ROS generation and significantly reduced apoptosis (Figure 4D; vor/KW2449 vs vor/KW2449+TBAP: 69±9.6% vs 28.6±1.5% respectively, P<0.005) or SNDX/KW2449 vs SNDX/KW2449+TBAP: 61±8% vs 45±4.5% with TBAP; P< 0.05). Consistent with the apoptosis data, TBAP partially reduced cleavage of caspase-3, PARP degradation, and γH2A.X formation (Figure 4E). In marked contrast, TBAP did not prevent dephosphorylation of Bcr/Abl or its downstream target, STAT5, suggesting the latter events are independent of ROS (Figure 4E). These findings argue that while ROS generation plays a significant functional role in HDACI/KW2449-mediated DNA damage and apoptosis in Bcr/Abl+ leukemia cells, additional factors may be involved in lethality.

**HDACIs potentiate KW2449 lethality in primary CML cells**

To determine whether the enhanced apoptosis following HDACI/KW2449 exposure is restricted to cell lines, parallel studies were performed employing bone marrow or peripheral blood isolated CD34+ cells from 8 patients with CML. Bcr/Abl
sequence information was available for 4 patients and revealed no mutations in 3 patient samples (# 1, 3, 4) and I242T, Y257C mutations in one patient sample (# 6). Exposure (48 h) of CD34+ CML cells to 0.4-0.6 µM KW2449 or 1-1.5 µM vorinostat or 0.8-1.3 SNDX275 individually resulted in minimal toxicity; whereas combined treatment produced significant increases in cell death compared to single agent treatment for each of the patient samples, including one sample with the mutations (Figure 5A). Notably, the combination regimen exhibited only modest lethality toward normal CD34+ cells compared to untreated controls. Furthermore, KW2449/vorinostat resulted in a very pronounced reduction in colony formation of CD34+ CML cells for two tested samples (Figure 5B). Finally, CD34+ cells from three patients (Pt# 1, 2, 5) exhibited increases in expression of cleaved forms of caspase-3 and PARP, as well as γH2A.X, compared to cells exposed to single agents (Figure 5C).

**In vivo interactions between HDACIs and KW2449 against IM-resistant Ph+ ALL cells**

The *in vivo* activity of KW2449/HDACI against IM-resistant ALL cells was then investigated in BALB-C mice. To this end, 2.5 x 10⁶ BV173/E255K/Luc c14 were injected intravenously by tail vein. After 7-10 days, when signal intensity (indicating tumors) was visible by luminescence imaging, mice were treated with KW2449 32 mg/kg/day p.o. with or without vorinostat 70 mg/kg/day i.p. for 5 days/week. As shown in Figure 6A, mice treated with both KW2449 and vorinostat displayed a reduction in the leukemia signal relative to single agent treatment as early as two weeks after initiation of therapy. By 4 weeks the difference was very pronounced. In addition, mice treated with KW2449/vorinostat experienced an average survival of 40 ± 4 days which was significantly longer than that of controls (31.2 ± 2.8) or KW2449 (32.4 ± 5.9) or vorinostat (34.6 ± 2.5) (P< 0.05, Figure 6B). Treatment with agents alone or in combination did not result in significant weight loss compared to controls (Supplemental Figure 4, upper panel). Alternatively, in separate experiments, mice were treated with KW2449 as described above with or without SNDX275 15 mg/kg/day p.o 5 days/wk. As in the case of SNDX-275, survival of mice receiving both agents was significantly greater than that of either no or single agent treatment (P < 0.04). Notably,
flow cytometric analysis of bone marrow cells obtained from mice after 3 weeks of single agent treatment did not reveal a decrease in the percentage of CD45+/CD19+ cells, reflecting leukemia cells of human origin. In contrast, a substantial reduction in CD45+/CD19+ cells (i.e., from 26% to 8%) in marrows obtained from animals receiving both KW2449 and SNDX-275 (Figure 6D) was observed.

DISCUSSION

Despite encouraging progress in the treatment of Bcr/Abl+ malignancies resulting from the development of Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors such as IM, dasatinib, and nilotinib, numerous challenges persist [3]. First, the accelerated and blast crisis phases of CML are considerably less responsive to these agents than chronic phase disease. Furthermore, despite initial responses, patients with CML as well as Ph+ ALL develop resistance to IM and second-generation agents (nilotinib, dasatinib) [5, 26]. This frequently involves mutations, often in the gatekeeper region (e.g. T315I, F317L), which disrupt contact between IM (or second-generation Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors) and Bcr/Abl, conferring resistance on affected cells [4]. The fortuitous finding that certain aurora kinase inhibitors inhibited Bcr/Abl+ leukemia cells bearing such mutations provided a new therapeutic strategy in the setting of IM-resistant disease [27]. Although the multi-kinase inhibitor KW2449, which also inhibits Bcr/Abl and aurora kinases, has primarily been developed as a FLT3 inhibitor in AML [10], preclinical studies demonstrate that it effectively kills Bcr/Abl+ leukemias, including Ph+ ALL, bearing gatekeeper mutations [9]. The finding that HDACIs promoted the activity of first and second generation Bcr/Abl inhibitors [14, 15, 28, 29] prompted efforts to determine whether they could also potentiate the lethality of third generation agents. Indeed, the pan-HDACI vorinostat increased VX-680 activity against IM-sensitive and IM–resistant Bcr/Abl+ myeloid and lymphoid leukemia cells in preclinical studies [16-18]. However, discontinuation of VX-680 clinical development due to cardiotoxicity prevented further testing of this approach. The results of the present study suggest that combining KW2449 with HDACIs represents a plausible alternative strategy for IM-resistant Bcr/Abl+ leukemias.
In the present study, the concept of employing HDACIs to enhance KW2449 activity has been extended to Ph+ ALL and other IM-resistant leukemias. To this end, two new human IM-resistant ALL cell lines, BV173/E255K and Adult/T315I, have been established which bear two of the most common mutation responsible for IM resistance i.e. E255K and T315I [1]. Although in the past, murine cell lines (BaF3-Bcr/Abl) bearing these and other Bcr/Abl mutations have been of value in investigating the activity of Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors, such cells may not precisely recapitulate the behavior of their human counterparts or patient-derived, primary leukemic cells. Consequently, the novel cell lines described here represent potentially valuable new tools for examination of in vitro and in vivo interactions between Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors and other targeted agents.

Because HDACIs act through multiple mechanisms, the basis for HDACI/KW2449 interactions is likely to be complex. For example, certain HDACIs acetylate non-histone proteins, including chaperone proteins such as Hsp90, which are required for the maintenance and function of mutant oncoproteins, including Bcr/Abl [30]. Previous studies have implicated HDACI-mediated down-regulation of Bcr/Abl in synergistic antileukemic interactions involving Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors [15, 17]. However, vorinostat and SNDX-275, when combined with KW2449, induced Bcr/Abl down-regulation principally in cells expressing mutant Bcr/Abl. Whether or not Bcr/Abl is down-regulated, the present results argue that potentiation of Bcr/Abl inhibition represents an important contributor to lethality. In support of this notion, combined treatment of both wild-type and mutant cells with KW2449 and vorinostat or SNDX-275 resulted in a marked reduction in Bcr/Abl phosphorylation compared to the effects of the agents administered alone. Significantly, these events were accompanied by diminished phosphorylation of two Bcr/Abl downstream targets, CRKL and STAT5, both of which have been implicated in the pathogenesis of Bcr/Abl+ leukemias [31, 32]. Importantly, similar events were observed in IM-resistant cells, consistent with a common mode of action. The mechanism(s) by which HDACIs potentiate the Bcr/Abl inhibitory activity of KW2449 independently of Bcr/Abl down-regulation remains to be determined.
To the best of our knowledge, the present findings are the first to demonstrate that HDACIs promote oxidative injury induced by KW2449, and that this event plays a significant functional role in enhanced lethality. Specifically, both vorinostat and SNDX-275 potentiated KW2449-induced ROS formation in both IM-sensitive and IM-resistant mutant cells, and the lethality of HDACI/KW2449 regimens, was significantly attenuated by the antioxidant TBAP. Among their diverse actions, HDACIs, including both vorinostat and SNDX-275, have been shown to trigger transformed cell death through ROS generation [24, 25]. The preferential induction of oxidative injury has also been implicated in HDACI selectivity toward transformed cells [33]. On the other hand, evidence that Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors exert their lethal effects toward Bcr/Abl+ leukemias via oxidative injury is largely lacking. Interestingly, it has been reported that Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors such as IM trigger genomic instability through ROS generation, leading to the development of resistance-conferring mutations in Bcr/Abl [34]. One possible explanation for these apparently paradoxical phenomena is that in cells exposed to kinase inhibitors alone, ROS generation may be sub-lethal but mutagenic; whereas in the presence of HDACIs, the levels of ROS exceed the threshold for cell death induction. The basis for the observed increases in ROS generation is unclear, but may be related to events stemming from Bcr/Abl kinase inhibition i.e., DNA damage induction, diminished DNA repair, and impaired DNA damage checkpoint regulation.

The finding that HDACIs potentiated DNA damage induced by KW2449 (or other Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors) reflected by increased expression of λH2A.X, a marker for double-strand DNA breaks, has also not been previously described. Because such breaks can occur in cells undergoing apoptosis, it is possible that these phenomena represent secondary events. However, the finding that pan-caspase inhibitors, which blocked apoptosis, failed to diminish λH2A.X formation, argues against this possibility. The observation that antioxidant exposure reduced λH2A.X expression in HDACI/KW2449-treated cells, albeit partially, suggests that generation of ROS by the regimen plays a functional role in DNA damage induction. However, the finding that rescue from HDACI/KW-2449-mediated DNA damage and cell death by TBAP was incomplete suggests that additional factors very likely contribute to lethality. It may be
relevant that Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors such as IM have been shown to compromise genomic stability and DNA repair by inhibiting c-Abl [35], and to interfere with nucleotide excision repair in Bcr/Abl-expressing cells, including K562 and BV173 [23]. Analogously, HDACIs can disrupt DNA repair through multiple mechanisms i.e., acetylation of Ku70 [36] and down-regulation of DNA repair proteins such as RAD51 [37]. Interestingly, such phenomena have been reported to occur preferentially in transformed cells [38]. It is conceivable that these events cooperate to promote DNA damage in the face of increased ROS production. The possibility that disruption of DNA damage checkpoints contributes to these events also cannot be excluded.

Histone H3 phosphorylation is a hallmark of mitosis which is mediated by Aurora kinase B. In previous studies involving VX-680 and vorinostat, a clear reduction of phospho-histone H3 was observed with combined treatment [16]. Although in the present study, KW2449 alone diminished expression of phospho-histone H3, consistent with previous reports [39], potentiation of this effect by HDACIs was not observed. This may reflect the fact that VX680 primarily inhibits Aurora kinase B and A compared to Abl, with IC₅₀ values of 0.18, 0.6 and 20 nM respectively; whereas KW2449 exhibits a stronger affinity for Abl than Aurora kinases (A and B), with IC₅₀ values of 14 and 48nM respectively [40]. However, the possibility that aurora kinase-related effects of KW2449 on DNA damage checkpoints or DNA repair processes contribute to interactions with HDACIs cannot be excluded.

It is noteworthy that HDACIs increased KW-2449 lethality toward primary Bcr/Abl⁺ leukemia cells, but exhibited relatively little toxicity toward normal hematopoietic cells. HDACIs, administered alone, have been reported to induce oxidative injury [33] and DNA damage [38] preferentially in neoplastic versus normal cells. Furthermore, Bcr/Abl⁺ leukemia cells are known to be dependent upon Bcr/Abl function for their survival. These factors may cooperate to render Bcr/Abl⁺ leukemia cells more susceptible to HDACI/KW-2449 regimens. The observation that HDACI/KW-2449 regimens reduced tumor growth reinforces the notion that this strategy may also exert in vivo selectivity.

In summary, the present findings indicate that clinically relevant HDACIs promote the lethality of KW-2449 in multiple Bcr/Abl⁺ CML and ALL cell types,
including those expressing highly IM-resistant variants, including phosphorylation loop (E255K) and gatekeeper (T315I). The basis for lethality is likely to be multi-factorial, including induction of oxidative injury and DNA damage, interruption of Bcr/Abl signaling pathways (e.g., CRKL, STAT-5), and possibly interference with DNA damage checkpoints and/or DNA repair events. Importantly, HDACI/KW-2449 regimens significantly increased the survival of mice bearing IM-resistant cells expressing the E255K mutation. One remaining question is whether this strategy would be active against quiescent CML stem cells, which are characteristically resistant to kinase inhibitors [41]. In this context, HDACIs have recently been shown to potentiate the activity of IM against such cells [28]. It would therefore be interesting to learn whether they might exert similar effects in combination with third-generation Bcr/Abl kinase inhibitors such as KW-2449. Accordingly, studies to test this possibility are underway.
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Figure Legends:

**Figure 1:** *KW2449 synergistically enhances the lethality of vorinostat/SNDX275 in CML cells.* A) K562 (gray) and LAMA (dots) were exposed to KW2449 (K) 0.4 µM alone or in combination with 1.5 µM vorinostat (V) or 1.3 µM SNDX275 (S) for 72 h (K562) or for 48h (LAMA) after which the percentage of apoptosis were determined as 7-AAD positive by flow cytometry. B) K562 cells were incubated with increasing concentrations (0.2-0.6 µM) of KW2449 in the absence or presence of 1.5 µM vorinostat or 1.3 µM SNDX275 for 72 h after which the percentage of 7AAD+ cells was determined by flow cytometry. C) K562 cells were incubated with increasing concentration of vorinostat alone or in conjunction with 0.4µM KW2449 for 72 hr, after which the percentage of apoptotic cells was determined. D) Similarly, cells were incubated with increasing concentrations of SNDX275 alone or in conjunction with KW2449 0.4µM for 72 hr, after which the percentage of apoptotic cells was determined (* = P<0.01 for values obtained for single agents versus the combination). E) K562 were treated with a range of KW2449 and vorinostat at a fixed ratio 3.75:1 (left panel) or KW2449 and SNDX275 at a fixed ratio 3:1 for 72 h. At the end of this period, the percentage of 7AAD+ cells was determined by flow cytometry; then combination index (CI) values were determined in relation to the fractional effect using a commercially available software program as described in “Materials and Methods.” Combination index values less than 1.0 correspond to a synergistic interaction. For all studies, values represent the means ± S.D. for triplicate determinations.

**Figure 2:** *Characterization of Ph+ALL imatinib-resistant cells and responses to HDACIs and KW2449.* A) BV173 and BV173/E255K cells were incubated with imatinib (IM) 1 µM for 48 h after which the percentage of apoptotic cells was determined (upper panel, * P<0.05). Alternatively, cells were incubated with IM 5 µM, 4h after which cells were lysed and Western blot performed as described in Methods (WB, lower panel). For this and subsequent studies, lanes were loaded with 25 µg of protein; blots were then stripped and re-probed with antibodies to tubulin to ensure equivalent loading and transfer. Two additional studies yielded equivalent results. B) A
single point mutation was detected resulting in an amino acid change (E255K) in BV173/E255K cells. C) A single point mutation was detected at nucleotide 944 changing from a C to T resulting in the T315I mutation in Adult/T315I cells (left panel). K562 and Adult/T315I were cultured in imatinib (IM) 1 µM for 48 hr, after which the percentage of apoptotic cells was determined by 7AAD staining and flow cytometry. D) ALL TOM-1, SUP/B15, BV173, BV173/E255K and Adult/T315I cells were incubated with KW2449 (0.3-0.5 µM) alone or in combination with vorinostat (0.8-1.5 µM) / SNDX275 (0.6-1.2 µM) for 48 hr, after which the percentage of apoptotic cells was determined by 7AAD staining. For all studies, values represent the means ± S.D. for triplicate determinations, * P<0.01. E) Cells were treated with a range of KW2449 and vorinostat at a fixed ratio for 48 hr. At the end of this period, the percentage of apoptotic (7AAD+) cells was determined by flow cytometry, after which combination index (CI) values were determined in relation to fractional effects. CI values less than 1.0 correspond to a synergistic interaction.

Figure 3: Combined treatment with KW2449 and vorinostat or SNDX275 markedly increases mitochondrial injury and caspase activation, and diminishes expression/activation of Bcr/Abl and its downstream targets. A) K562 cells were treated with KW 0.4 µM, vorinostat 1.5 µM or SNDX275 1.3 µM alone or in combination for 30 hours, after which mitochondria-free cytosolic fractions were obtained and subjected to Western blot to monitor cyt-c and AIF. B) Cells were exposed to agents alone or in combination (0.4 µM KW2449 was used in all cases; for K562, LAMA, Adult/T315I, BV173/E255K concentrations of 1.5, 1.5, 0.8, 0.7 µM vorinostat and 1.3, 1.3, 0.6, 0.5 µM SNDX275 were used respectively). After 24-30 h incubation, whole-cell lysates were harvested and subjected to Western blot analysis to monitor activation of caspases and PARP. C-D) Similarly, cells treated as above were prepared and subjected to Western blot using the indicated primary antibodies. For B-D, lanes were loaded with 25 µg of protein, after which blots were stripped and reprobed with anti-tubulin antibodies to ensure equal loading and transfer. Representative results are shown; two additional experiments yielded equivalent results.
Figure 4: HDACIs and KW2449 induce DNA damage and ROS in Bcr/Abl+ cells, events attenuated by the ROS scavenger Mn-TBAP. A) Following treatment as described in Figure 3, protein lysates were obtained and WB performed using γH2A.X antibodies. B) K562 cells were pretreated with 20 μM ZVAD-fmk for 2 hr followed by KW/vorinostat as described above for 30 hr. At the end of this period, the cells were lysed and subjected to WB (NS: non-specific). C) K562 cells were incubated with KW, vorinostat, SNDX alone or in combination for 24 hr, after which cells were labeled with CM-H2DCF-DA or HE for flow cytometric analysis. Values represent the means ± S.D. for triplicate determinations, (* P<0.05). D) K562 were exposed to either KW+vorinostat or KW+SNDX in the presence or absence of the free radical scavenger Mn-TBAP (300 μmol/L) for 72 h. The cells were collected and analyzed by flow cytometry to determine the percentage of 7AAD positive cells. E) Cells treated as in (D) were collected at 30 hr and Western blot analysis performed. Two additional experiments yielded equivalent results.

Figure 5: Vorinostat and SNDX-275 potentiate KW2449 lethality in primary CML cells. A) CD34+ cells were isolated from the bone marrow or peripheral blood samples obtained from 8 patients with CML. Mononuclear cells were exposed to 0.4-0.8 μM KW with or without 0.8-1.5μM vorinostat (upper panel) or 0.5-1.3μM SNDX-275 (lower panel) for 48 h, after which the percentage of Annexin V/PI or 7AAD positive cells was determined by flow cytometry (* P< 0.05, # P< 0.1). B) CD34+ cells isolated from patients # 8 and 9 were treated with KW2449 (0.4 μM) or vorinostat (0.8-1.2 μM) alone or in combination for 48 hr and then plated in methylcellulose for 14 days after which leukemic colony forming units (L-CFUs) were enumerated and expressed as a percentage relative to untreated cells, ** P<0.005, # P<0.1). C) CD34+ cells from patients #1, 2, and 5 were treated with KW, vorinostat, or SNDX-275 as above for 36 h, after which cell lysates were prepared and subjected to Western blot analysis as described above to monitor cleavage of caspase-3 and PARP. Results of a representative study are shown; duplicate experiments yielded equivalent results.
Figure 6: HDACIs potentiate KW2449 activity against IM-resistant ALL in vivo. A) BV173/E255K cells stably transfected with Luc/pcDNA3 (BV173/E255K/Luc cl4) were injected into BALB/SCID mice via tail vein (2.5 x 10^6 cells). The mice were then injected with firefly luciferin and imaged by Xenogen once or twice weekly. Empty boxes represent deceased mice. B) Mice were treated with KW2449 (32 mg/kg po once daily; green line), vorinostat (70 mg/kg ip daily (orange line) or the combination of vorinostat+KW2449 (purple line). Mice were also injected with sterile water as a control (blue line). Drugs were administered 5 days per week. Survival was evaluated from the first day of treatment until death using Kaplan-Meier curves, (* P<0.05). C) Mice were treated with KW2449 (32 mg/kg po daily, SNDX275 (15 mg/kg po daily) or the combination of SNDX+KW2449 or sterile water as a control. Drugs were administered 5 days a week, (* P<0.05). D) Cells from a representative bone marrow sample obtained from one mouse from each group after 3 weeks of treatment were stained with fluorescently-labeled CD19 and CD45 antibodies, after which they were analyzed by flow cytometry.
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